AIDS West
Annual Report 2011

Our Patron and President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins with Evelyn Stevens and John Lonergan
at the Irish AIDS Day Conference ‘Coping with Adversity’, June 2011
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BACKGROUND
AIDS West is a local West of Ireland Charity working in the area of HIV and sexual health. We
are based in Galway, and our primary function is to provide education, support and information
in relation to sexual health a free throughout the Western region. We are funded primarily by the
HSE, donations and fundraising. This is our 25th year; we were established in 1987 in response
to the global pandemic of HIV/AIDS in order to assist those dying from AIDS in the West of
Ireland. Times have changed and with the advances in antiretroviral medication the number of
deaths from AIDs has dramatically reduced. Our role has thus changed to that of support for
people and their families and carers living with HV. We have expanded from that initial group of
dedicated volunteers into a small professional and committed team.
The other major component of the work done by the AIDS West team is to provide sexual health
education and awareness. This aims to encourage the development of openness and honesty
around positive sexual health issues in Ireland. Through our PR activities AIDS West is
becoming increasingly well known as a centre for reliable and up-to-date information, skills
training and support for people with issues about sexuality and relationships. Through our
education programmes we aim to reduce the impact of the negative consequences of sexual
activity (unplanned pregnancy and STI acquisition).
Stigma remains a huge barrier for those who are affected by HIV. Major advancements have
been made in the medical treatment for HIV and peoples’ life spans have increased dramatically,
but still isolation, loneliness and stigmatisation are common issues for those who are HIV
positive. Our awareness and outreach programmes and events aim to keep these issues in the
public domain.
The demand for the services offered by AIDS West continues to grow annually. Most recent
information from the genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinic at UCHG, Galway (which provides
medical services for the whole of the western region) indicates that more than 25 new cases of
HIV were diagnosed in the past year. We work very closely with the staff at the clinic and all
new cases are referred to the AIDS West support services.
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The most recent statistics from the Health Protection Surveillance Centre (HPSC), covering the
first two quarters of 2011, show that the numbers of new diagnosed HIV cases are declining (152
new cases in the first two quarters of 2011 compared to 166 in the same time period of 2010).
This downward trend is reflected in global figures. This trend is very welcome, although HIV
remains a complex disease with profound physical and social problems for all those affected by
the virus. Data are limited to those who present for STI testing and there remain significant
levels of undiagnosed cases both in Ireland and internationally. Overall Irish STI’s infection
rates remain among the highest in Europe.

World Aids Day Memorial Service 2011

Keynote Speaker Fr Peter McVeery
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OUR MISSION
To work at improving conditions and delivering the highest quality support to people living
with HIV/STIs, their loved ones, partners, and care givers. To promote positive sexual health
and HIV awareness, without prejudice or discrimination, to all communities in the West of
Ireland.

OUR OBJECTIVES


Offer SUPPORT to people with HIV/AIDS and their loved ones



Increase PUBLIC AWARENESS about HIV/AIDS & STI’S



Enhance sexual well-being through EDUCATION



Provide opportunities for people living with HIV (PLHIV) to live healthy and fulfilling
lives



Influence POLICY development in areas that impact on HIV/STI’s



Work with the staff at the Infectious Disease Clinic at UCHG in providing support



Provide particular focus and support to MARGINALISED GROUPS



Provide confidential information and support through our HELPLINE



Work with the Western Region Drugs Task Force (WRDTF) to deliver holistic
educational programmes which link sexual health with drug and alcohol abuse.
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KEY INDICTATORS 2011

Service Support
Number of new HIV clients

18

Contact meetings with clients

955

Helpline/Information calls and condom requests

643

Website Visits

20,775

Education
Number of schools /Youth groups visited

58

Number of programmes delivered

98

Number of sessions delivered
Number of adolescents who attended

255
2,200

The staff at AIDS West, 2011
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
On behalf of the board of AIDS West, I am pleased to present the Annual Report for 2011. This
report is an opportunity to reflect on the work undertaken by AIDS West over the past year. It
also gives an overview of the services that the organisation continue to provide and develop,
highlighting responses to changing needs.
As an organisation, we continue to be concerned by the numbers presenting with an HIV positive
diagnosis in Ireland and particularly in the West of Ireland which was reflected in the number of
new clients (18) who came to us for support this year Thankfully the advances made in the
medical treatments for HIV means people with HIV are living relatively long and normal lives.
But as a society we can not afford to be complacent as HIV is a chronic condition which requires
lifetime medical treatment. The whole area of stigma and isolation remains a massive issue for
those affected.
We at AIDS West will continue to keep the issues of HIV and other Sexually Transmitted
Infections (STIs) on the public and political agenda, and this is a key focus for us in 2012. So
once again we need:


Commitment from our Funders to recognise the value of the work we do and
continuing to support us



Commitment of our staff and voluntary supports, fundraisers, outreach workers and
donors, to provide ongoing provision of services at the centre



Commitment of our Board of Management to provide leadership and direction for the
organisation.



Commitment of our partner organisations, both statutory and voluntary to enable us to
work innovatively.

On behalf of the Board I would like to thank you all for your support in the past year.

Keith Finnegan, Chairman
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GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT
2011 was an extremely busy year for the AIDS West team of 5 full-time and 1 part-time
employees. The goals set for the year were achieved and in some cases exceeded.


We continued to provide professional care and support services. With 18 new HIV+
clients in 2011, we now provide support for more than 140 individuals.


We ran a number of seminars/workshops for our clients which focused on their self
development.



We provided alternative treatment sessions to clients in the newly converted treatment
room in Ozanam house; including acupuncture, reiki and massage therapy.



In schools we presented 85 sexual health educational programmes throughout the
region, visiting 44 schools and working with over 2,000 young people.



We ran in excess of 40 Sexual Health programmes with professional marginalised and
youth groups in Galway, Clifden, Castlebar, Sligo, Ballyhaunis, and Athlone, with
over 400 people in attendance



We delivered 16 Parenting seminars, 90% of which were delivered in Galway City and
County and involved more than 500 parents. Our aim is to offer parents support and
guidance on how to work with their children in order that they make a healthy and
happy transition into adulthood.



There were over 350 callers to the office for condoms and we distributed over 7,500
condoms to at risk groups through our outreach programmes.



On average there were 10 calls per week between help line and calls/visits in relation to
information requests etc.



We had over 20,000 visits to our website in the year.



We were represented at more than 40 community events during the year. We had
information stands at many of these with staff /volunteers in attendance.
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We distributed over 700 copies of our quarterly newsletter to medical centres, doctors’
surgeries, public places (libraries, etc), other support groups, clients and the general
public.
Staff and volunteers at information stand at NUIG

Gay Pride week in Galway
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Highlights of 2011
A very special Galway World AIDS Day (WAD)
On the 1st of December, WAD awareness of HIV was raised on the air waves, the streets and
at the Memorial Concert at St Nicholas Collegiate Church. Galway Bay FM gave over the Keith
Finnegan show to AIDS West and it was broadcast from the AIDS West offices in Ozanam
House. The highlight was an interview with one of our service users, Kevin (not his real name)
who talked about disclosure, stigma and isolation that he had experienced due to his diagnosis.
Galway Community Circus, accompanied by a band of AIDS West volunteers took to the streets
of Galway, distributing red ribbons and information on HIV and our work.

The Galway Community Circus launches World AIDS Day
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Memorial Concert at St Nicholas Collegiate Church
The concert was attended by over 500 people. The audience was entertained by the wonderful
singing of Cois Cladaigh and our guest soloists Sandra Schalks and Delia Boyce. Our key note
speaker Fr Peter McVerry gave an inspirational address and Liz Martin, who has been a service
user for over twenty years at AIDS West, captured the audience hearts with a wonderful story
about ‘THE PRESENT’.
Lastly, Patrick Towers encouraged the audience to sing a finale of carols with Mayor Hildegade
Naughton adding her wonderful voice.

St Nicolas Collegiate Church in all its glory on World AIDS Day, 1st December 2011
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Coping with Adversity - Irish AIDS Day Conference

A Presidential address
The Ardilaun Hotel was the venue for this ambitious seminar to mark Irish AIDS Day on June
15th 2011. It was an inspirational event, and a time for the attendees to reflect on the challenges
life holds. There were remarkable speakers and as Gaybo used to say “there was something for
everyone in the audience”.
Evelyn Stephens, our founder, introduced Michael D. Higgins whose opening address set the
tone for the meeting. Michael D. has been a great public servant and campaigner for the
marginalised over his life time in politics and he was at his most eloquent. He reflected from
some of his own experiences working with those most in need.

Joan Freeman the Director and Founder of Pieta House, talked about her own life, becoming
involved with suicide prevention, about the need for challenging the stigma associated with
suicide and self-harm. She outlined the hope and support that Pieta House gives to it’s clients
and families every day.
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John Lonergan, former Governor of Mountjoy Prison talked about his life working in the Irish
Prison Service. He told stories of prisoners, one of the most marginalised groups in our society;
their sorrow, pain and hope. He advocated the need for a more progressive approach to
rehabilitation. He shared his insights and demonstrated his compassion and wisdom.

Ophelia Haanyama Orum, our keynote speaker, is a remarkable woman. She spoke about how
she has coped with adversity in her own life as a woman, migrant, mother, wife and person living
with HIV.
Feedback from the large audience was very positive about an event that brought such interesting
and diverse speakers to Galway.
John Lonergan being interviewed by Keith Finnegan, Galway Bay FM
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Parenting Seminars “I’m a parent get me out of here”
Attendees at a parenting seminar in March

AIDS West ran a series of seminars called “ I’m a parent get me out of here” to provide
information and support to parents on issues including sexual health, drugs and alcohol and
offered ideas for parents on how to keep the lines of communication open with their teenagers.
All parents were welcome. The objectives of running these seminars included:


To create a supportive environment where parents can access reliable information on
drugs, alcohol and sexual health



To provide parents with an opportunity to consider and discuss some of the issues
relating to bringing up teenagers



To present parents with ideas on how to enhance communication between themselves and
their children and reinforcing the need for them to do so.

In total 15 seminars were conducted around the county from Carna/Oughterard in the west, to
Ballinasloe in the east, Claremorris/Tuam in the north, and Gort in the south. In Galway there
was a large seminar open to all city schools and over 120 parents attended.
The feedback and evaluations from all seminars has been very positive
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Fundraising Events
Running fundraising events is never easy for a small group such as AIDS West as there is a lot of
competition for funding. Talking about SEX is still a relatively taboo subject in Ireland. So we
were particularly grateful to Tracey Mullin who organized a group of volunteers to cycle from
Galway to Castlebar and also for a Karaoke night at NUIG. Both raised much needed funds for
and awareness of AIDS West and the work that we do.

The Cycle day

The Karaoke night

AIDS WEST launches its FACEBOOK page
Social Media is a huge part of the world we all live in and AIDS WEST launched its Facebook
page in April 2011.

Staff of AIDS West at the launch of Facebook, with John Richards of Galway Bay FM
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Looking to the future
As we look into 2012 the challenges for communities in Ireland, with regard to sexually
transmitted infections, are as significant as in the past. The most recent figures nationally for
HIV are down on previous years, which is good news. However, these are only the reported
numbers of people who have tested. There is less money available for Education, Prevention and
Treatment, and the ongoing downturn in the economy will not help. All this adds to our
challenges at AIDS WEST, as we have had a significant reduction in funding over the past
number of years. But, as always, we face these challenges in the hope and with confidence that
we can continue to give excellent service to our existing and future clients.
Our key goals remain the same:









Give hope to our clients and families
Be there for all those who need our support
Fight against the stigma the surrounds HIV/STI’s
Support those who feel isolated
Create awareness about the prevalence of HIV/STIs within our society
Focus on education with young people on the importance of their sexual health
Awareness about sexual health whenever and wherever we can
Provide outreach programmes to at- risk communities

I look forward to the challenges ahead and we at AIDS WEST (staff, board and volunteers)
know that with the support of our Sponsors, Donors and the Public at large, we will continue to
make a difference.
John Flannery, General Manager

Our Mayor Hildegarde Naughton- a light for the future
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SUPPORT SERVICES
Summary of Increasing Client Figures 2003 – 2011

We now have 144 clients, and in keeping with the trend of the past few years, those using our
services continue to increase year on year. Due to many asylum seekers being deported or
leaving Direct Provision, we have lost contact with a small number of HIV clients who have left
the system. We had 18 new clients in the past twelve months, sadly one long term client died
from issues related to HIV. The problems facing clients can vary but confidentiality, isolation
and stigma remain the primary issues.

The majority of our clients come from the Galway region. This year alone 12 of the 18 new
clients this were Galway based. A small number of clients came from outside the West of Ireland
due to either lack of services in their area or confidentiality issues. Three clients now living
overseas but originally Irish, require support mainly because of lack of support where they now
live and isolation from their families. Whilst they return to Ireland fairly regularly, SKYPE and
Email are proving useful in maintaining contact. There are no services in the Northwest and
Midlands, so we work with a number of clients from these areas who would have been referred
to us from UCHG.
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There are also several of the new clients who have been HIV + for a number of years yet only
now have felt the need or confidence to avail of our services. This could be due to AIDS West
presenting a higher public profile.
Summary of Clients by Gender Base – 2010
Male
Female
Total

MSM
34
34

Heterosexual
39
63
111

Non Disclosed
8
8

Total
81
63
144

In relation to the orientation and gender breakdown of clients 77% are heterosexual and over 44
% are female, this includes a significant number of non-nationals. We also note that nationally
there has been a growth in the numbers of HIV positive individuals amongst men who have sex
with men (MSM), which has raised concerns about risk taking and the need for testing. We work
closely with the LGBT community locally; to maintain an awareness of these issues.
Our clients present us with a number of varying issues including: welfare problems, relationship
difficulties, acute life crises, family difficulties etc. Last year financial issues were a problem for
many clients, as the economic downturn created further difficulties, more particularly for those
on disability allowances. Allied to this, some of our clients who are still in employment are
having great difficulty maintaining private health care insurance.
As already highlighted isolation and stigma remain the major issues, despite a greater openness
in our society.
We ran a number of successful workshops for our clients throughout the year, on self
development, medical and nutritional topics, and feedback was excellent.
We continue to provide alternative therapies at our treatment rooms, help and provide support for
those who request it.
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EDUCATION PREVENTION AND TRAINING
PROGRAMMES
Our education service provides tailor-made sexual health education and prevention programmes
to youth groups, schools, parents and many marginalised groups. This year Dr. Siobhán
O’Higgins formally joined our team on a part-time basis. The team of educators continues to
develop and adapt the schools and parenting programmes in relation to expressed needs from our
evaluation process. The programmes now include discussions on emerging global issues, such as
how to deal with cyber bullying and the effects pornography can have on attitudes and
behaviours. The programmes aim to deliver reliable, up-to-date, and relevant knowledge, via
engaging, participative and compelling pedagogical methods which research has demonstrated
encourage positive attitudes towards sexuality and relationships. This year we developed and
delivered a new programme for junior cycle students, where previously our programmes had
focused on Transition and 5th year students.
The schools programme has been developed in order to support and complement the Social,
Personal and Health Education Curriculum (SPHE). Each programme is delivered, ideally,
within three 90 minute participatory workshops.
We also developed and piloted a new RSE programme with the Galway City Educate Together
primary school principal, teachers and parents, with their 6th class students. It was an ambitious
project, which was evaluated and well received. We hope to run it again in the coming year.
Following training with CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection, UK ) a new parenting
workshop was developed and piloted on “internet safety” towards the end of 2011. The feedback
from the parents following the pilot seminar was that this type of information was vital for
parents and young people. We plan to deliver further seminars in 2012.
We participated in the Power Project which matched refugee and immigrant women with
professional Irish counter parts (run by Galway Refugee Support Group).
We ran workshops at various 3rd level institutes (NUIG, GMIT, SIT, and Athlone IT). We also
had information stands at various open days and other events in local third level institutions.
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Volunteers handout information /condoms at NUIG
Marginalised groups remain a key focus for our educational programmes. We targeted and
delivered workshops with asylum seekers, immigrants, LGBT organisations, prison services and
adult education groups. We also worked with a number of professional groups to enhance their
capacity in dealing with sexual health related issues.

We delivered workshops/courses in 2011 to:
Mayo Inter Cultural Agency
NUIG/GMIT /AIT/ SIT
LGBT groups
Galway Rape Crisis Centre
Gay pride weeks in both Galway and Sligo
Direct Provision Centre’s
National Learning Centre
Homeless services
Castlerea Prison
Youth Reach Centres
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The following is a summary of our educational work during 2011



44 schools, 220 sessions to over 2000 teenagers



14 youth groups, 35 sessions to over 200 young people



10 sessions to over 100 professional care workers



22 sessions to 11 different marginalised groups to over 200



15 Parenting Seminars to over 500 parents
Meeting some of the parents at the Parenting Seminar, Ardilaun Hotel
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EDUCATION WORK WITH
WESTERN REGIONAL DRUGS TASK FORCE
We continued to work in conjunction with the Western Region Drugs Task Force (WRDTF) to
deliver holistic drug and alcohol education/prevention programmes to young people, parents,
professionals, organisations, new communities, and other at-risk groups and communities where
a need has been identified. The programmes focus on the links between the misuse of drugs,
alcohol and sexual health. The parenting initiative, run as a multi-agency approach, was
independently evaluated during the year. This will hopefully lead to its continued development
and delivery.
We continued the rolling out of “Putting the Pieces Together” programme both within the
western region and further afield. The Irish Defense Forces and the Youth Advocacy Programme
became involved in the initiative. Measures for an updating of significant parts of the manual
were also started. We actively participated in a number of the WRDTF committees, such as drug
prevention, the voluntary sector, and finance committees.
Our work with WRDTF is focused on enhancing the capacity of professionals in the area of
drugs and alcohol education, e.g. youth workers, teachers, social workers, community
development projects (CDPs), family resource centres (FRCs), and occupational health teams.

WRDFT alcohol awareness conference Ballina
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PUBLIC AWARENESS
One of our key areas of work has been and continues to be raising public awareness on positive
sexual health and the prevention of Sexually Transmitted Infections. We have been pursuing
these aims by:


Press releases, advertising and newspaper articles



Talking on local and community radio programmes



Our Facebook page being up-dated on a weekly basis



Our free quarterly newsletter “Happiness is Vital” - distributed to every doctors’ surgery/
health centre in the West of Ireland



Organising and publicising free major events e.g. Seminars, World AIDS Day Concert



Our website which is also regularly updated with relevant articles/information



Parenting seminars



Networking at community events



Outreach programmes, for example, delivering free condoms and information to gay
bars/nightclubs and direct provision centres



Providing free information and condoms to visitors to our office.

We would like to express our appreciation and thanks to our trained volunteers, without whom
these programmes could not be run so successfully.

The Audience at Coping in Adversity, on Irish AIDS day 15th June 2011
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THE FUTURE
As we look to the future, we are very aware of the financial constraints that we all face and we
have to be realistic about the services we can provide given those constraints. Our resolve is
steadfast and our focus remains on continuing to provide these services. Therefore we hope to:


Continue supporting existing and new client needs and to always be there for them



Continue with all the educational initiatives and extend them to wider audiences



Continue to raise awareness about our work and promote positive sexual health



Continue to have a strong and focused Board of Management who will provide
strategic direction whilst ensuring the best of governance



Continue to maintain strong allegiances with other HIV support groups such as Dublin
AIDS Alliance and Open Heart house, as well as groups in Limerick, Cork and Donegal



Continue our close working relationship with the STI Clinics nationally



Maintain a positive working relationship with the HSE and the WRDTF



Develop and maintain a trained group of volunteers

A scene from Galway’s World AIDS Day Concert
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EMPLOYEES
Role

Name

General
Manager
Support
Service Coordinator
Education
Coordinators
Sexual
Health

John Flannery

Co-ordinator
Drugs &
Alcohol
Office Co –
ordinator
Public
Relations
Officer
Office
Assistant

Neil Wilson

Gerry Coy

Lorraine O’
Connell
Siobhan O’
Higgins

Qualification
B. Comm. NUI Galway;
Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ireland.
B.A. in Psychology & Health Studies, NUI Galway;
Diploma in Psychology of Counselling, NUI Galway;
Diploma in Marketing, GMIT.
B.A. in Psychology, Sociology and Political Sciences, NUI
Galway; Diploma in Health Promotion, NUI Galway.
B.A. in Social Administration, Nottingham University;
Diploma in Criminological Studies, DIT, Dublin; M.A. in
Health Promotion, NUI Galway; PhD, NUI Galway
B.A. in Theology, Durham University;
P.G.C.E. , Cambridge University

Josephine
Mohan
Tracey
Ferguson

Secretarial Qualification in administration and finance

Kieran Browne

Job Initiative Scheme, FAS

B.A. in English/Greek/Roman Civilizations, Diploma in
Applied Science, Certificate in Basic Counselling

BOARD MEMBERS
Name
Keith Finnegan

Workplace
GM at Galway Bay FM

Dr Zita Fitzpatrick NUIG and Barna

Occupation
CEO / Broadcaster
General Practitioner

Evelyn Stevens

Retired

Co- founder of AIDS West

Nuala Ward

LGBT representative

Chairperson Amach

Patrick Towers

Retired

Former Rector St Nicholas Church

Kate Mulkerrins

Dept of Public Prosecutions, Dublin

Barrister

Dr Claire Connolly Dept of Health Promotion, NUIG

Senior Lecturer in Health Promotion

Joe Barrett

Barrett HR and Coaching Services

Consultant

Suzanne McKane

Galway Refugee Support Service

Community Development Worker
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